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Abstract

The fluorescence-based real-time reverse transcription PCR (RT-PCR) is widely used for the quantification of steady-state mRNA levels and is a critical tool for basic research, molecular medicine and biotechnology. Assays are easy to perform, capable of high throughput, and can combine high sensitivity with reliable specificity. The technology is evolving rapidly with the introduction of new enzymes, chemistries and instrumentation. However, while real-time RT-PCR addresses many of the difficulties inherent in conventional RT-PCR, it has become increasingly clear that it engenders new problems that require urgent attention. Therefore, in addition to providing a snapshot of the state-of-the-art in real-time RT-PCR, this review has an additional aim: it will describe and discuss critically some of the problems associated with interpreting results that are numerical and lend themselves to statistical analysis, yet whose accuracy is significantly affected by reagent and operator variability.
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Introduction

The fundamental importance of nucleic amplification methods in basic research, pharmacogenomics and molecular diagnostics (Schweitzer & Kingsmore 2001) continues to direct efforts aimed at improving current methodologies as well as the development of novel technologies. Not all are based on target amplification: the ‘Invader’ assay is a development of the invasive signal amplification assay (Lyamichev et al. 1999) that combines two signal amplification reactions in series to generate and amplify a fluorescent signal in the presence of the correct target sequence (Hall et al. 2000). It is an isothermal, PCR-free assay that uses a structure-specific thermostable archaeabacterial flap endonuclease (FEN) (Harrington & Lieber 1994) which, when used in conjunction with structure-forming probes, cleaves nucleic acids at specific sites based on structure rather than sequence. Because there is no need for special post-reaction containment, these assays may be run in standard microtitre plates (Eis et al. 2001). The assay is sensitive down to sub-attomole levels and may well become a method of choice in the future.

However, for now reverse transcription (RT)-PCR-based assays are the most common method for characterising or confirming gene expression patterns and comparing mRNA levels in different sample populations (Orlando et al. 1998). Despite the wide variability of results characteristic of conventional RT-PCR assays (Reinhold et al. 2001) and its unreliability as a clinical diagnostic tool (Calogero et al. 2000), considerable attention is still focused on conventional, competitive protocols (Gilliland et al. 1990) with steady improvements to internal standards, references for data normalisation as well as the introduction of new mathematical models for data analysis (Halford et al. 1999, Vu et al. 2000).

The most promising innovation applied to conventional RT-PCR protocols is the development
of standardised, quantitative, competitive RT-PCR (Willey et al. 1998), which is also known as Standardised RT-PCR (StaRT). StaRT addresses some of the major problems associated with conventional competitive RT-PCR protocols: the use of standardised competitor templates allows comparison between experiments and the use of internal standards solves problems of variation in template starting amounts and operator loading errors (Crawford et al. 2001). The method uses standardised primer and internal competitor template sets that are tailored individually for each target gene. These amplify with the same kinetics as the target under investigation, and generate conventional RT-PCR products. Target gene mRNA levels are measured relative to their respective competitor templates and are normalised to reference genes to control for cDNA loaded into the reaction. This results in the reporting of each gene expression measurement as a numerical value that allows direct comparison between experiments carried out within the same or different laboratories. The design of the assay allows the analysis to be performed at the endpoint of the RT-PCR reaction and it can be automated through the use of capillary electrophoresis or microchannel electrophoresis instruments, such as the Agilent 2100 bioanlyser. At the moment, there are hundreds of such target/competitor sets available and all can be multiplexed in the same reaction. The intriguing aspect of this standardisation is that a common databank has been set up that will eventually allow the consolidation of individual results into what have been termed interactive gene expression indices (DeMuth et al. 1998). This system, together with the databank, has been commercialised (www.genexnat.com). The main disadvantage of the system is probably the inflexibility inherent in a system that is limited to sets of primers available from one supplier. Furthermore, it does not eliminate the errors associated with individuals carrying out the reactions.

Conceptual simplicity, practical ease (Wall & Edwards 2002) and the promise of high throughput (Cohen et al. 2002a) have made the homogeneous real-time fluorescence detection assay (Heid et al. 1996) the most widely used mRNA quantification method for research application such as monitoring transcription in vitro (Liu et al. 2002) and direct detection of the effects of receptor signalling (Yuen et al. 2002). Its potential as a clinical diagnostic assay (Bustin & Dorudi 1998) is also being realised, and its use has been reported for the identification of micrometastases or minimal residual disease in colorectal cancer (Bustin et al. 1999), neuroblastoma (Cheung & Cheung 2001), prostate cancer (Gelmini et al. 2001) and leukaemia (Buonamici et al. 2002). It has been used to distinguish different types of lymphoma (Bijwaard et al. 2001), for the analysis of cellular immune responses in the peripheral blood (Hempel et al. 2002), the detection of bacterial (Goerke et al. 2001) and viral (Greijer et al. 2002) RNA in clinical samples and for monitoring the response of human cancer to drugs (MiYoshi et al. 2002). Other clinically relevant applications include its use for the detection of gene amplification in breast cancer (Bieche et al. 1999), for the analysis of tissue-specific gene expression (Bustin et al. 2000) and for cytokine mRNA profiling (Stordeur et al. 2002).

As with all new technologies, continuous improvements in enzymology, chemistry and instrumentation are taking place and a web site that encourages users to relate their real-life experiences to rate instruments, reagents and suppliers has appeared (www.biowire.com) to provide useful information for experienced users and novices alike. Undoubtedly, these developments advance the case, and help reduce the cost, of applying this technology to the many applications suited to real-time analysis. On the other hand, the introduction of new enzymes, quenchers, peptide nucleic acids, instruments and chemistries makes it increasingly difficult to compare results obtained in different laboratories.

**Automation**

Although real-time RT-PCR is perceived as less labour-intensive and more high throughput than conventional RT-PCR, two bottlenecks remain: template preparation and the dispensing of reagents. The recent introduction of robotics into molecular biology promises to address both issues and should also reduce the variability and contamination observed when different operators prepare multiple templates (Mifflin et al. 2000). At the basic level, Applied Biosystems (ABI) (www.appliedbiosystems.com) have recently launched the 6100 Nucleic Acid PrepStation, a small-footprint stand-alone instrument that uses an integrated vacuum system with an application-specific
membrane to purify RNA or DNA. It is designed to produce 96 samples in about 30 min but requires user supervision and intervention. One level up, Genovision (www.genovision.com) have released two fully automated robotic workstations, one processing up to 48, the other up to 96 samples using a proprietary magnetic bead system. At the top level, Roche, ABI and Qiagen have designed three robots that not only purify nucleic acids but also dispense reagents for the RT-PCR assay, and in the case of the ABI 6700 present the operator with a sealed plate that is ready to load on the thermal cycler. This cases the second bottleneck, the manual dispensing of master mixes and templates into reaction tubes, which is exceedingly tedious. Roche’s (http://biochem.roche.com) Magnapure prepares RNA using proprietary magnetic particle technology and specialised reagent kits. The instrument can handle only 32 samples at any one time, which can be a limitation when not using a Lightcycler, and in our experience reproducibly produces good quality mRNA, even from difficult tissues such as colonic biopsies. ABI’s 6700 automated nucleic acid workstation has the advantage of being able to process 96 samples at any one time, and is designed to be used along with ABI’s real-time thermal cyclers, but is significantly more expensive. Qiagen’s Biorobot 8000 (www.qiagen.com) is currently the most technically advanced robotic workstation and with its eight-channel independent liquid-level sensing pipetting system can handle up to 384 samples. It uses the tried and tested RNeasy technology, together with an automated vacuum system that replaces the manual centrifugation steps.

However, in addition to substantial acquisition as well as running costs associated with these robots, we have noted some additional problems. First, the amount of biopsy sample that a robot will reliably process is limited to about 20 mg of tissue, an issue that becomes important when the aim is to generate as much RNA as possible. It is, of course, possible to spread sample preparation over several columns, but this will result in significant cost increase. Secondly, at least in our hands, total RNA yields tend to be about half of those achieved using manual methods. Thirdly, we have had problems with the robot’s mechanical reliability. However, the pace of development is such that it will not be too long before more universally affordable instruments with reliable liquid handling characteristics appear.

**Template preparation**

Until recently, in vivo RNA extractions and subsequent analyses were carried out from whole tissue biopsies with little regard for the different cell types contained within that sample. This inevitably results in the averaging of the expression of different cell types and the expression profile of a specific cell type may be masked, lost or ascribed to and dismissed as illegitimate transcription (Chelly et al. 1989) because of the bulk of the surrounding cells. Indeed, it is not surprising that significant differences have been detected in the gene expression profiles of microdissected and bulk tissue samples (Fink et al. 2002, Sugiyama et al. 2002). This is particularly relevant when comparing gene expression profiles between normal and cancer tissue since normal cells adjacent to a tumour may be phenotypically normal, but genotypically abnormal or exhibit altered gene expression profiles due to their proximity to the tumour (Deng et al. 1996), and some tumours have significantly larger immune cell infiltrates than others (Bustin et al. 2001). Therefore, quantitative information per se is no longer sufficient.

The introduction of laser capture microdissection (LCM) (Emmert-Buck et al. 1996) has been a crucial step forward, and in combination with microarrays and real-time RT-PCR revolutionises our ability to identify gene expression profiles. LCM allows the extraction of a pure subpopulation of cells from heterogeneous in vivo cell samples for detailed molecular analysis (Walch et al. 2001). This is done by directing a brief laser pulse at cells within a tissue section placed on a glass slide. Individual cells or groups of cells can be selected and since cells and their contents are not damaged, gene expression patterns, both at the RNA and protein levels, are maintained.

Consequently, in vivo samples subjected to quantitative RT-PCR analysis might consist of single, tens or hundreds of cells isolated during laser microdissection. Quantitative isolation of total RNA from such very small samples by traditional methods is difficult and inefficient and requires the addition of exogenous nucleic acid to the sample. For example, Qiagen recommend the addition of 20 ng of carrier, non-polyadenylated RNA immediately after lysis and prior to loading onto the RNeasy column. However, new kits developed by Stratagene (www.stratagene.com) and Invitrogen
RT-PCR assays from tens of cells (Bohle et al. 2000, Dolter & Braman 2001).

Laser microdissection is best carried out using archival formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue specimens (Lehmann et al. 2000) as such tissue is the most widely available material for retrospective clinical studies and, together with clinical data, represents an important resource for the elucidation of disease mechanisms and validation of differentially expressed genes as novel therapeutic targets or prognostic indicators. Although RNA can be extracted from such tissue (Rupp & Locker 1988), extensive degradation can occur before (Mizuno et al. 1998) or during (Klimecki et al. 1994) the formalin fixation process. Furthermore, formalin fixation generates cross-links between nucleic acids and proteins and covalently modifies RNA, making subsequent RNA extraction, RT and quantification analysis problematic (Masuda et al. 1999). Not surprisingly, fixatives are important (Goldsworthy et al. 1999) and different tissue preparation methodologies will invariably lead to different results from different laboratories. Most guidelines for successful RT-PCR assays insist that successful quantitative RT-PCR is highly dependent on the quality of RNA. Certainly, there is evidence that cDNA yield from sequences near the 5’ end of partially degraded mRNAs is significantly less than from sequences near the polyA tail (Swift et al. 2000) and assays aimed at identifying RNA degradation are being developed (Sugita et al. 2001). However, it is worth remembering that real-time RT-PCR amplification generates amplimers as small as 60 bp. Therefore, this technique could be suitable for quantitatiing mRNA levels in tissue samples containing partially degraded RNA and might allow the analysis of quantitative changes of nucleic acids during the course of pathological alterations. Indeed, recent reports describe the isolation (Bock et al. 2001) as well as accurate and reproducible quantification of mRNA expression levels from archival paraffin-embedded tissue specimens (Godfrey et al. 2000, Specht et al. 2001, Cohen et al. 2002b), even after immunohistochemical staining (Fink et al. 2000). This is very exciting, since it may now be possible to use a single sample for immunocytochemistry, in situ hybridisation as well as quantitative RT-PCR or microarray analysis. Furthermore, Ambion (www.ambion.com) have commercialised a kit that allows reliable extraction of RNA from formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue sections for use in RT-PCR, and general use of this kit should aid the process of standardisation of quantitative protocols. Finally, there can be little doubt that new preservation methods will be developed that on the one hand preserve tissue morphology while permitting the extraction of higher quality RNA than is currently possible (Parlato et al. 2002).

DNase treatment

Accurate determination of total RNA concentration is particularly important for absolute quantification of mRNA levels where mRNA copy numbers are best normalised against total RNA and any significant DNA contamination will result in inaccurate quantification. Hence, any variation in copy numbers between samples could be a reflection of different levels of DNA contamination between them. However, many researchers are reluctant to expose their precious RNA samples to DNase treatment, fearful that residual RNases will degrade it or affect its long-term storage. We routinely add DNase only to the sample to be quantitated, leaving the stock untreated. Only when forced to use a probe that is not intron-spanning do we also DNase-treat the sample to be amplified (Li et al. 2000). Column-based RNA purification kits, such as those supplied by Qiagen or Strategene’s Absolutely RNA, claim to allow the isolation of virtually DNA-free RNA. To identify the extent of DNA contamination in non-DNase-treated RNA samples purified using RNeasy columns (Qiagen) we determined the nucleic acid concentration of a large number of RNA samples prepared by different individuals from in vivo biopsies and tissue culture cells before and after treatment with DNase (Qiagen). The results (Fig. 1) provide conclusive evidence that there is significant contamination, with RNA constituting on average 50–80% of the purified nucleic acid. However, there is a wide range, with some preparations virtually pure RNA and others virtually pure DNA and this is tissue origin- or operator-independent.

If precious samples are to be DNase-treated, it is necessary to ensure that the DNase is removed
prior to any RT step. When using manual columns or fully automated RNA extraction protocols on a robot, it is most convenient, although arguably less efficient, to carry out the DNase digestion \textit{in situ}. This also permits the removal of the DNase during the subsequent wash steps. For non-column-based protocols, Ambion have introduced a system called ‘DNase-free’ which consists of RNase-free DNase and a DNase removal reagent which binds to and removes the DNase as well as divalent cations following a centrifugation. The main drawbacks, as ever, are the additional steps involved, as well as the significant additional costs incurred, especially when treating numerous samples.

RT

The RT step is critical for sensitive and accurate quantification and the amount of cDNA produced by the reverse transcriptase must accurately represent RNA input amounts. Therefore, the dynamic range, sensitivity and specificity of the enzyme are prime considerations for a successful RT-PCR assay. Protocols using a one tube/one or two enzyme-based approach are significantly more convenient than those using two tube/two enzyme-based protocols but have been reported to be less sensitive (Battaglia \textit{et al.} 1998). In our hands this is reflected by a shift in the threshold cycle ($C_t$) corresponding to one order of magnitude of initial template copy number. Furthermore, as the required properties are not necessarily found in a single enzyme, careful choice of appropriate enzymes is required. Consequently, it may not be possible to compare directly quantitative data from two separate experiments. Qiagen have launched an enzyme (Sensiscript) that is claimed to maximise the RT from very dilute RNA templates (≤50 ng). It has both a higher affinity for RNA than conventional reverse transcriptases and a specially engineered RNase H function that is entirely RNA/DNA hybrid dependent and leaves DNA as well as single stranded RNA intact. To test the claim, we used Sensiscript and Superscript II (GibcoBRL, Inchinnan, UK) and oligo-dT to prepare cDNA from 2·5 and 25 ng samples of total RNA isolated from a colorectal cancer cell line. The equivalent of 0·125 and 1·25 ng were used in qPCR assays to detect insulin-like growth factor type I receptor (IGF-IR) mRNA, which is expressed at high levels, and the growth hormone receptor (GHR), which is expressed at medium-to-low levels in the colon. We found no difference in IGF-IR $C_t$ between the enzymes when using the equivalent of 1·25 ng RNA, but there appeared to be about five times more template in the 0·125 ng reaction carried out by Superscript II. For GHR, a similar result was obtained. Therefore, in practice, any manufacturer’s claims need to be treated cautiously and different RNA preparations are likely to give different results with the same reverse transcriptase.

RT reactions are usually carried out between 40 °C and 50 °C and at these low temperatures there can be problems with the relative nonspecificity of the RT reaction (Raja \textit{et al.} 2000). This results in non-specific priming by both forward and reverse primers and is a particular problem with very low concentrations of starting template. Here such non-specific side reactions can out-compete the desired reaction and, if the genuine target concentration is sufficiently low, results in the complete inhibition of specific product amplification. G/G- or secondary structure-rich mRNA templates (Malboeuf \textit{et al.} 2001) also pose problems for reverse transcriptases transcribing at 40–50 °C. This is because such templates can cause the enzyme to stop, dissociate from the RNA
Invitrogen’s new avian RNase H – thermostable reverse transcriptase (Thermoscript) maintains its activity up to 70 °C, thus permitting increased specificity and efficiency of priming. However, this enzyme may be less robust than more conventional ones as it appears to be more sensitive to inhibitors present in RNA samples.

PCR

Competing side reactions such as mispriming and primer dimerisation can significantly affect the sensitivity of the PCR reaction (Chou et al. 1992). Hence there has been a clear trend towards the use of thermostable polymerases that require heat activation prior to the PCR reaction. Such modified, heat-activatable enzymes provide more specific hot start PCR conditions and can result in increased yield of specific product. Alternatively, it is possible to omit the heat activation step and add additional cycles. This results in slow activation of the enzyme (time-release) during the first ten or so cycles, which may improve specificity (Kebelmann-Betzing et al. 1998). Hot start enzymes are available from all major suppliers and despite their claims, there is probably little difference in the real-life performance of these enzymes.

RT-PCR assays that use *Tth* polymerase to reverse transcribe and carry out the PCR reaction using one enzyme/one tube protocols do not have this advantage. Indeed, as there has been no further development of the one enzyme/one tube assay format it may be time to abandon this protocol and switch to a two enzyme/one tube or two enzyme/two tube format. The main consideration here is to choose an opportune moment, since the quantitative data generated using the new protocol will not be comparable to those obtained previously.

With the significant costs associated with carrying out real-time RT-PCR reactions it is encouraging to see that several manufacturers are developing kits that can be used on the various types of real-time cyclers, including the ABI systems that are optimised for use with an internal reference dye (ROX). For example, Qiagen have launched an SYBR Green RT-PCR kit and undoubtedly will soon provide kits for hybridisation/hydrolysis assays as well. Similarly, Stratagene have developed core kits that are not tied to any one real-time cycler system. Finally, it is of course perfectly possible to prepare one’s own master mixes and a good source of information about any issues to do with real-time RT-PCR issues is the ABI-independent bulletin board at qpcrlistserv@yahoogroups.com. Most of the comments are very helpful and researchers from the various manufacturers and suppliers give regular and sound advice.

New technologies

Current real-time chemistries use separate PCR primers and probes, and the generation of a fluorescent signal depends on intermolecular interactions between template, primers and probes. Sensitivity and reproducibility are broadly comparable (Hein et al. 2001), and hydrolysis and hybridisation probes, together with Molecular Beacons, are coexisting happily, with the most widespread protocols still utilising the 5’-nuclease assay using hydrolysis probes. However, the desire to speed up the assay is leading to continuous innovation and a new technology has appeared recently that incorporates many of the advantages of the three established technologies, but avoids their drawbacks. Scorpions (www.dxsgenotypin.com) convert sequence-specific priming and probing into a unimolecular event, making the signalling reaction extremely fast (Whitcombe et al. 1999) compared with the slower Taqman reaction, where a fluorescent signal is not generated until the polymerase has hydrolysed the dual-labelled probe. The original Scorpion consists of a specific probe sequence held in a hairpin loop configuration by complementary stem sequences on the 5’ and 3’ sides of the probe, which is complementary to the extension product of the primer (Fig. 2A). A fluorophore is attached to its 5’ end and is quenched in the hairpin loop configuration by a moiety joined to the 3’ end. This is linked to the 5’ end of a specific primer via a non-amplifiable monomer, typically hexethylene glycol. This prevents copying of the stem/loop and probe sequences during the polymerisation step of the PCR reaction which would lead to the opening of the hairpin loop in the absence of specific target sequences. After extension of the Scorpion primer, the specific probe sequence is able to bind to its complement within the same strand of DNA. This hybridisation event opens the hairpin loop so
that fluorescence is no longer quenched and a fluorescent signal is observed. Unimolecular hybridisation is kinetically more favourable as it does not depend on a chance meeting between the probe, present at relatively low concentration, and the amplicon. This allows the introduction of more rapid cycling conditions together with a significantly stronger signal strength compared with both Taqman and molecular beacons (Thelwell et al. 2000). Another advantage over Taqman assays is that the PCR reaction is carried out at the optimal temperature for the polymerase, rather than at the reduced temperature required for the 5′-nuclease assay to displace and cleave the probe.

Figure 2. Real-time RT-PCR with Scorpions. A standard RT step is followed by denaturation of the double-stranded template. (A) In the hairpin loop structure, the fluorophore attached at the 5′ end forms a non-fluorescent complex with the quencher at the 3′ end. The hairpin loop is linked to the 5′ end of a specific primer through a PCR stopper that prevents read-through of the hairpin loop. During PCR, the Scorpion primers are extended to become part of the amplicon. During the annealing/extension phase of the PCR reaction, the probe sequence in the Scorpion hybridises to the newly formed complementary target sequence in the PCR product separating the fluorophore from the quencher and resulting in a fluorescent signal. As the tail of the Scorpion and the PCR product are now part of the same strand of DNA, the interaction is intramolecular. The target sequence is typically chosen to be within three bases of the 3′ end of the Scorpion primer. (B) Separation of fluorophore and quencher onto different oligonucleotides improves signal intensity. The quencher oligonucleotide has the quencher at its 3′ end and is complementary to the probe sequence. Following denaturation and polymerisation, intramolecular interaction of probe and newly synthesised product is more favourable than intermolecular binding between quencher oligonucleotide and the probe.
standard Scorpion assay some quenching can occur even in the open form, since the quencher is always in the proximity of the fluorophore. Therefore, a modification, duplex scorpions, has been developed that separates the fluorophore and the quencher onto different oligonucleotides (Fig. 2B). The specific primer, PCR stopper, probe and fluorophore make up one oligonucleotide, while the quencher is linked to the 3’ end of an oligonucleotide that is fully complementary to the probe sequence. Since this arrangement retains the intramolecular probing mechanism, it is favoured over quencher oligonucleotide re-annealing with the Scorpion and results in better signal intensity than the normal Scorpion format. It also compares favourably with the high signal/high background ratio of the Taqman and low signal/low background ratio of molecular beacons. An additional advantage of the modified Scorpion is that it is easier to design and synthesise, as there is no hairpin loop structure and only the fluorescent dye need be attached.

The design of Scorpions requires consideration of secondary structure as well as primary sequence since it is crucial that another secondary event will not out compete the correct probing event. The use of secondary structure programs (e.g. http://bioinfo.math.rpi.edu/~mfold/dna/form1.cgi) helps, and it is likely that programs tailored to optimise Scorpion design will appear in the near future.

Quenchers

Quenchers accept energy from a fluorophore and dissipate it by one of two mechanisms. With Molecular Beacons and Scorpion primer/probes quenching is proximal due to the close contact between fluorophore and quencher and the energy is dissipated as heat (collisional quenching). With hydrolysis probes, fluorophore and quencher may be separated by up to 40 bp and quenching is achieved by fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) where the fluorophore donor transfers its energy to the quencher acceptor, which releases the energy as light of a higher wavelength. However, because FRET is distance-dependent, it is important to design dual label probes to be as short as possible. Until recently, quenchers, usually DABCYL and TAMRA, suffered from a number of drawbacks, including either poor spectral overlap between the fluorescent dye and quencher molecule (DABCYL) or inherent fluorescence of the quencher (TAMRA), resulting in a relatively poor signal-to-noise ratio. A new class of quenchers that have no native fluorescence has become available (e.g. Black Hole Quenchers (BHQ), Biosearch Technologies, Novato, CA, USA (www.biosearchtech.com/bhq)). Unlike DABCYL, which has an absorption maximum of 474 nm, they can quench fluorescence over the entire visible spectrum and into the infrared. Thus, the BHQs more efficiently quench the most commonly used fluorescent dyes, e.g. FAM (absorption maximum 518 nm), TET (538 nm) and Cy5 (667 nm). Another theoretical advantage is that because the BHQ probes do not themselves fluoresce, it is possible to pick multiple fluorochrome/quencher pairs and quantify several amplification reactions in the same test tube. We have compared the signals generated by two identical probes, one labelled with FAM and TAMRA, the other with FAM and a BHQ, in a RT-PCR reaction designed to detect insulin-like growth factor II (IGF-II) mRNA levels in colonic biopsies. In our hands the TAMRA-labelled probe performed better, both in terms of reproducibility as well as sensitivity, with a normal colonic biopsy generating $C_T$ of $26.2 \pm 0.2$ (TAMRA) and $31.1 \pm 0.7$ (BHQ) and the paired tumour $21.1 \pm 0.25$ (TAMRA) and $23.6 \pm 0.7$ (BHQ). I do not know whether this is due to our inexperience with BHQ probes or whether this might be specific to the IGF-II amplicon.

Primers and probes

Several new web sites assisting in the design of oligonucleotide primers and probes have appeared and the ones listed here are just a selection of the most useful ones. An online melting temperature ($T_m$) calculator (http://www.operon.com/oligos/toolkit.php) provides an immediate price for the queried oligonucleotide. A nice touch is that the program also displays the complement to the oligonucleotide, plots the sequence against itself and can compare its sequence against another oligonucleotide. http://www-genome.wi.mit.edu/cgi-bin/primer/primer3 www.cgi is a link to Primer3 primer design software and can be used to select probe sequences. It does not consider
secondary structure issues that are relevant in primer/probe design for real-time PCR, especially molecular beacons and Scorpions. The JaMBW primer design web site (http://members.aol.com/\_ht\_a/lucatoldo/myhomepage/JaMBW) is very useful for selecting appropriate primers but not probes; however some of its functionality is limited to Netscape browsers. http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/ is the site for the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool from the National Center for Biotechnology Information and is an essential site for checking specificity of probe and primer sequences. A commercial program to assist with the design of Molecular Beacons is also available (http://www.premierbiosoft.com/molecular_beacons/molecular_beacons.html) which could be useful when designing Beacons for multiplex reactions. Finally, it is worth emphasising that fluorescent dyes are light sensitive and therefore subject to photo bleaching. Therefore, we keep the probes in the dark until the very last moment and they are the last component we add to our reaction mixtures.

**Peptide nucleic acids**

Peptide nucleic acid (PNA) oligomers are analogues of DNA in which the phosphate backbone is replaced with repeating N-(2-aminoethyl)-glycine units linked by peptide bonds (Nielsen et al. 1991). Their unique properties enable the development of assay formats that extend the possibilities of DNA probes (Stender et al. 2002). They cannot function as primers for DNA polymerase (Orum et al. 1993), but make very useful probes for real-time RT-PCR assays (Ortiz et al. 1998, Fiandaca et al. 2001). The PNA backbone is not charged and no salt is necessary to facilitate and stabilise the formation of PNA and DNA or RNA duplexes. Therefore, the $T_m$ of a PNA/DNA duplex is significantly higher than that of a DNA/DNA duplex and is almost independent of ionic strength. When used at low ionic strength PNA will bind effectively to a target under low salt conditions in the presence of a competing DNA strand (Egholm et al. 1993). Since low salt conditions also destabilise intramolecular interactions of RNA molecules, these conditions favour hybridisation of the PNA molecule. PNAs are also useful when attempting to maximise the specificity of a probe, e.g. for the detection of mutations in DNA, as a single PNA/DNA mismatch reduces the $T_m$ by an average of 15 °C, compared with 11 °C in a DNA/DNA duplex.

The higher $T_m$ of PNA allows the use of shorter probes, but makes it important to consider the specificity of the probes to achieve a balance between the two. While a 15-mer PNA probe will have roughly the same melting temperature as a standard 25-mer, it will not have its specificity. It is probably best to aim for a PNA probe length of around 18 bases, since longer probes tend to aggregate, a problem also associated with purine-rich PNA probes. A web site is available to assist with PNA probe design (http://www.bostonprobes.com/pages/science/tech-support/sci_probedesigner.html).

**Minor groove binding probes**

Minor groove binders (MGBs) such as dihydrocyclopenta[2,3-d]pyrroloindole bind to the minor groove of DNA with high affinity. When such MGBs are conjugated with oligodeoxynucleotides, the conjugates form very stable hybrids with complementary DNA (Kumar et al. 1998). Commercial MGB probes have the MGB at their 3’ end, since they are easier to synthesise but the MGB can be placed either at the 5’ or 3’ ends (Afonina et al. 1996). Fluorescence quenching is more efficient, giving increased sensitivity (Kutyavin et al. 2000) and the higher melting temperatures ($T_m$) allows the design of significantly shorter probes that are also more specific, especially if there is a mismatch in the MGB region of the duplex. MGB probes allow the design of efficient probes for A/T rich regions of the genome and have been used successfully for single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) analysis (Walburger et al. 2001). One problem with these probes is that the additional restrictions on where the probes can bind may make it even more difficult to find optimal probes around, for example, splice junctions. On the other hand, the shorter length of the probe compensates for this. When designing MGB probes, it is important to remember that because of the asymmetric placement of the minor groove binder at the 3’ end, complementary MGB probes do not necessarily have the same $T_m$. Primer Express software has been updated to allow the design of these modified probes.
probes (version 1.5). This version should also have removed some of the inconsistencies inherent in version 1.0, although it may have introduced novel bugs. Hence numerous users, including the author, continue to use version 1.0, forsaking the ability to design MGB probes for the security of a design setup that, whilst cumbersome, does generate primer/probe sets that work most of the time.

**Instrumentation**

Technology has advanced rapidly in the last 2 years and the latest real-time thermal cyclers have been developed with multiplexing and high throughput applications in mind. All aim to minimise the variability inherent in conventional RT-PCR, and monitor fluorescent signals as they are generated, recording a threshold cycle where fluorescence rises above the background but before the reaction reaches a plateau. They also seek to address the problem of cost and are designed to use less reagent and sample. Established instruments such as the Roche Lightcycler (http://biochem.roche.com/lightcycler) and Biorad iCycler (www.biorad.com), instruments from new manufacturers, the Mx4000 (www.stratagene.com), the Smartcycler (www.smartcycler.com), the Rotor Gene 2000 (www.corbettresearch.com) and new instruments from established manufacturers, the laser-based high throughput 384-sample 7900HT and the halogen-based 96-sample 7000 (all from www.appliedbiosystems.com), the Chimaera Quantitative PCR System (www.thermohybrid.com) and the curiously named DNA Engine Opticon Continuous Fluorescence Detection System from MJ Research (www.mjr.com/html/instruments/opticon), compete with each other and make choosing a suitable instrument very difficult. They are all true ‘real-time’ systems in that progress can be monitored at any time during thermal cycling, rather than having to wait until the end of the run. This permits extension or termination of runs at will, depending on the experimental conditions. All probably perform qRT-PCR assays satisfactorily but they differ substantially on price, the user-friendliness of their software and their flexibility. Importantly, ABI does not officially support any chemistries other than the 5’-nuclease assay. Instruments relying on single excitation lasers such as the ABI 7700 and 7900HT tend to be the least flexible, since their laser excitation range (488–514 nm) is too narrow to excite efficiently the wide range of fluorophores available today. In contrast, halogen lamp excitation, although less intense than a laser at its maximum wavelength, provides uniform excitation over a much broader range of wavelengths. This is particularly important when considering multiplex reactions that require a choice of spectrally well-resolved fluorophores to minimise cross-talk. On the other hand, lasers offer high spectral brightness and sensitivity for fluorophores at their central wavelength. The (relatively) low price of the Roche Lightcycler and Biorad iCycler makes them very attractive for individual laboratories, although the glass capillary-based design of the Lightcycler might not suit everyone. To anyone used to the ABI 7700, the granddaddy of real-time instruments, both are amazingly compact. The iCycler in particular is a very impressive instrument. It uses a tungsten halogen lamp, which with appropriate filters allows fluorophore excitation from 400 to 700 nm. It can amplify 96 samples at any one time with a recently launched module extending this to 384 samples, and its operational and programming specifications certainly match those of the ABI 7700. It has also been my experience that BioRad’s technical support staff are well informed and keen to help. The Rotor Gene 2000 uses four separate LED light sources that excite at 470, 530, 585 and 625 nm. Excitation is detected using six filters and photomultipliers at 510, 555, 610, 660, 580 and 610 nm. This instrument utilises a design that is radically different to all other instruments: the real-time reactions are carried out in standard microfuge tubes inside a 36- or 72-well rotor that spins at 500 r.p.m. This is meant to remove any temperature equilibration time and non-uniformity and sample-to-sample variation of <0.01°C is claimed. The Chimaera Quantitative PCR System uses a more conventional 96-well plate format on a Peltier driven thermal cycler. A halogen lamp with up to eight filters results in an excitation range of 385 nm to 690 nm with eight filters and photomultipliers detecting emissions between 430 nm to 800 nm.

The recent introduction of the Stratagene Mx4000 has generated considerable interest, mainly due to the specification of the instrument, as well as the exceptional user-friendliness of the accompanying software. This cycler also uses a tungsten halogen lamp, with an excitation range.
from 350 to 750 nm and four photomultiplier tubes with a detection range from 350 to 830 nm. Uniquely, it contains an integrated personal computer that operates independently from the instrument’s embedded microprocessor, which affords some protection against data loss. This instrument has been designed very much with multiplexing in mind and each of the four scanning fibre-optic heads independently excites and detects dyes, reading up to four dyes in a single tube. Its excitation and emission filters are slightly offset from the peak excitation and emission wavelengths of the matched fluorophore. This offset aids in limiting leakage of fluorescence from adjacent dyes, thereby minimising background and cross-talk while enhancing dye discrimination. The thermal cycler itself is a hybrid consisting of Peltier, resistive and convective technologies that are claimed to result in improved temperature uniformity across the whole plate and reduced over- or under-shooting of set temperatures. Its major disadvantage is its high price but its customer service is, in my experience, second to none.

ABI have recently introduced the relatively inexpensive ABI Prisms 7000, probably as a replacement for the 7700. It retains the Peltier-based 96-well block thermal cycling format, but replaces the laser with a tungsten–halogen lamp that simultaneously illuminates all sample wells. Fluorescence emission is directed sequentially through four optical filters positioned on a filter wheel to a cooled, charge-coupled device (CCD) camera. In addition, ABI have listened to their users and the software supplied with the instrument is significantly enhanced compared with the limited functionality and relatively user-unfriendly software supplied with the 7700. It is also Microsoft Windows-based, which allows easy export of raw data, amplification plots, etc. for the majority of users that use this operating system. Another advantage of this system is its compact size and (relatively) reasonable price, which makes it ideal for use in individual labs. Cepheid have taken a different, but interesting approach with the design of their Smartcycler. It contains independently controlled reaction sites that allow up to 16 different reactions with different heating/cooling protocols to be run simultaneously on the same instrument. It remains to be seen whether this ability to run the same experiment under various reaction conditions simultaneously is really useful or whether it might increase the likelihood of operator error.

**Operator and reagents – sources of variability**

The variability of RT-PCR results obtained from identical samples assayed in different laboratories continues to be a problem (Bolufer et al. 2001). In real-time RT-PCR, the single most likely source of data variation is likely to be due to variability introduced by the person carrying out the experiment. Since there are so many steps involved in going from a tissue sample to a ‘quantitative’ result, it is not surprising that this is so. Figure 3 demonstrates the degree of variation possible for RT-PCR operators.
within a single laboratory and the results provide a convincing argument for the use of robots when reproducibility and inter-laboratory comparability are the main concerns. One of the reasons for using manufacturers’ kits rather than making up home-made master mixes is the expectation of lot-to-lot consistency. We investigated this by comparing the $C_t$'s obtained using a single template and two batches of ABI's EZ system, which is a one-enzyme/one-tube RT-PCR kit for the 5'-nuclease assay. We observed significant differences in $C_t$'s that translated into a 2.5-fold difference in median mRNA copy numbers (Fig. 4A). We also looked at the stability of the Taqman probes and found that two lots of probe synthesised within 6 months of one another generated significant differences in $C_t$ that resulted in a sevenfold difference in calculated mRNA copy numbers (Fig. 4B). We have also found that probes synthesised by different manufacturers have different stability upon storage, with the most consistent probes being those obtained from ABI. Hence it is important that a standard, either in the form of an oligonucleotide standard curve or a standard RNA preparation, must be included with every RT-PCR run, especially when a fresh batch of RT-PCR kit or probe is used.

**Normalisation**

The identification of a valid reference for data normalisation remains the most stubborn of problems and none of the solutions proposed are ideal. It is especially difficult when dealing with in vivo samples and comparing gene expression patterns between different individuals. Surprisingly, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) continues to be utilised as a normaliser despite continuing reports that emphasise the problems associated with its use (Ke et al. 2000, Suzuki et al. 2000). It is now well documented that GAPDH mRNA levels are not constant (Zhu et al. 2001), that it contributes to diverse cellular functions such as nuclear RNA export, DNA replication, DNA repair, exocytotic membrane fusion, cytoskeletal organisation and phosphotransferase activity (Sirover 1999). It is pathologically implicated in apoptosis and neurodegenerative disease (Tatton et al. 2000) and its mRNA levels are highly heterogeneous even in cellular sub-populations of the same pathological origin (Goidin et al. 2001). There are some instances when normalisation to GAPDH may be valid (Edwards & Denhardt 1985, Winer et al. 1999, Wall & Edwards 2002), but for most experimental conditions its use is inappropriate and should be discontinued.

I have previously advocated normalisation to total cellular RNA as the least unreliable method (Bustin 2000). However, little is known about the total RNA content per cell of different tissues in vivo, or how this might vary between individuals or between normal and tumour tissue. We
addressed a couple of these issues by taking blood samples from 62 healthy volunteers and counting and purifying the nucleated blood cells (NBCs). Total RNA was prepared using Qiagen’s RNeasy RNA extraction kit and the RNA content was quantitated using a Pharmacia Genequant spectrophotometer. This revealed relatively little variation in the amount of total RNA per cell, with a median of 2.1 ng/cell (range 0.36–2.8 ng), which translates into 8.5 × 10^3 NBC/µg total RNA (range 4.3 × 10^3–2.8 × 10^6). This analysis is more difficult to make when analysing solid tissue, but it does confirm the validity of normalising to total RNA when comparing results between individuals.

Normalisation to total RNA content requires accurate quantification of the RNA sample and two methods are commonly used. First, the RiboGreen RNA quantification assay (www.probes.com) relies on a proprietary dye that exhibits significant fluorescence enhancement on binding to nucleic acids and can be detected in a spectrofluorometer, fluorescence microplate reader or filter-based fluorometer (Jones et al. 1998). The more traditional method uses absorbance measures at OD_{260} in a spectrophotometer. Since it is generally assumed that OD_{260} analysis is less accurate than the RiboGreen assay, we have compared RNA quantification data obtained using the RiboGreen assay with OD_{260} analysis using a Genequant II (Pharmacia). The results (Fig. 5) suggest that both methods generate comparable results when the RNA concentration is not less than 100 ng/µl, with RiboGreen measurements lower than those obtained using the spectrophotometer. OD_{260} analysis becomes less reliable at lower RNA concentrations. Neither of the two methods provides reliable information about the quality of the RNA, a key consideration when quantitating mRNA levels in fresh tissue. Therefore, both methodologies are likely to be superseded by the recent introduction of the RNA 6000 LabChip, which allows the use of a Bioanalyser such as the Agilent 2100 (www.agilent.com) to integrate the quantification of RNA samples with a quality assessment in one rapid step. This is particularly important when the RNA has been extracted from ‘dirty’ tissue such as the colon and we now routinely subject all our RNA to this analysis.

An important consideration when using total RNA for normalisation is the lack of internal control for RT or PCR inhibitors. All quantitative methods assume that the RNA targets are reverse transcribed and subsequently amplified with similar efficiency. The risk with normalisation against external standards is that a proportion of the samples might contain some inhibitor that significantly reduces the efficiency of the RT-PCR reaction, resulting in inaccurate quantification. Therefore, it is necessary to develop universal internal standards that can be added to the RNA preparation to monitor the efficiency of RT reaction.

A major problem arises when RNA is prepared from extremely small samples, i.e. from LCM. Here it is not possible to quantitate the RNA sample, and it becomes necessary to normalise copy number to some internal RNA template. When dealing with *in vivo* samples it is not possible to predict which housekeeping gene might be useful, indeed it is likely that mRNA levels of all housekeeping genes vary to such degree that normalisation becomes inaccurate and/or misleading. rRNA, which makes up the bulk of a total RNA sample, has been proposed as an alternative normaliser (Bhatia et al. 1994, Zhong & Simons 1999), despite reservations concerning its expression levels, transcription by a different RNA polymerase and possible imbalances in rRNA and mRNA fractions between different samples (Solanas et al. 2001). Its use has been validated...
recently by a study that showed its levels remaining constant during serum-stimulation of tissue culture cells (Schmittgen & Zakrjsek 2000), a conclusion supported by another recent study (Goidin et al. 2001). If a researcher insists on normalising mRNA levels in tissue culture cells to a housekeeping gene, there is an endogenous control plate available for Taqman assays from ABI that evaluates the expression of 11 housekeeping genes (http://docs.appliedbiosystems.com/pebiodocs/04308134.pdf).

Conclusions

The comparative ease and rapidity with which quantitative data can be acquired using real-time RT-PCR assays has generated the impression that those data are reliable and can be subjected to objective statistical analysis. In reality, it is very difficult to answer the question of how quantitative, reproducible or informative real-time RT-PCR is. Deceptively easy techniques such as real-time RT-PCR create bandwagon effects, and results are generated with little understanding of the subtleties involved and with the statistical analyses of the numerical data obscuring and allowing misinterpretation of the actual results. The wide range of enzymes, unlimited number of different primer, probe and amplicon combinations, the fact that very few in vivo data have been obtained from clearly defined cell samples contribute to a general feeling of unease when confronted with quantitative RT-PCR data. The reluctance of many authors to describe comprehensively their protocols, the absence of acceptable validation of normalisation procedures between samples, and the difficulties in reproducing data reported in one laboratory by another one raises serious questions concerning the validity of many interpretations of data. Coupled with this, there is an inordinate divergence in standards applied by reviewers, resulting in the publication of scientific papers where, upon close inspection, the data do not actually support the authors’ conclusions. Today’s challenge is no longer the need to develop ever more sensitive and specific quantification assays but to advance experimental protocols and designs that are rigorously controlled and allow meaningful global comparisons.

Therefore, I would like to recommend for discussion several points that should help towards making real-time RT-PCR a meaningful means of quantitating mRNA expression profiles:

1. Strict validation of any reagent is required. The quality and quantity of RNA templates must be closely monitored and reported when publishing.
2. There must be standardisation of methodology for relatable comparison between laboratories. A lead by a commercial company, along the lines the StaRT approach, could result in universal protocols and reagents.
3. Standard internal controls must be included to monitor RT and PCR efficiencies and results must be published.
4. Every qRT-PCR run should include an amplicon-specific standard curve generated by serial dilution of a sense strand oligonucleotide. This may prove to be limiting when attempting to profile numerous genes simultaneously and will add significantly to the cost of the assay. It may be possible to use a strictly controlled reference mRNA, cDNA preparation or mixture of amplicons, but again it must be commercial companies providing these reagents.
5. Reactions should be set up using robots to ensure minimal variability, and a consensus with regard to intra-sample variability must be established.
6. Normalisation of samples obtained from in vitro experiments can be carried out against a panel (probably two or three) of housekeeping genes whose expression has been shown to be unaffected by experimental conditions. This information must be included in any publication. However, normalisation against cell number, total RNA or rRNA is preferable.
7. Normalisation of samples obtained in vivo must be carried out against a panel (probably two or three) of housekeeping genes whose expression has been shown to be unaffected by experimental conditions. This information must be included in any publication. However, normalisation against cell number, total RNA or rRNA is preferable.
8. Any conclusions from experiments involving in vivo tissue samples are hindered by the heterogeneity of material, especially so when using tumour samples. The use of additional techniques, such as LCM, to enrich for individual cell types or cell location should become mandatory as it is crucial for relevant data interpretation.

Finally, it must be remembered that real-time RT-PCR quantitates steady state mRNA levels and no more. Accurate quantification of mRNA levels...
tells the researcher nothing about either transcription levels or mRNA stability. RNA levels may not reflect the levels of protein produced by the cell (Gygi et al. 1999), as for many regulation occurs at the post-transcriptional stage. RT-PCR data are totally uninformative about protein activity, or about any possible mutation that the target gene might harbour. Complete and biologically relevant analysis of gene expression requires additional information, especially that derived from immuno-histochemistry and biochemical assays.
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